36 million in the U.S. will move this year

Two formats to choose from

Launched in 1995, Just Moved Ministry is the only organization dedicated solely
to Newcomer Care and Outreach and to the emotional and spiritual growth of
women and their families uprooted by a move.
The first two years following a move is a crucial window for the transplanted
woman and her family. A welcoming church or community is a needed fountain of
refreshing hope and friendship in a barren time of loneliness and disconnection.

The After the Boxes are Unpacked study
 Provides a proven and effective program for you to reach out to newcomers
and lead them to Christ.
 Is easy to facilitate using the
comprehensive materials and one-onone support provided by Just Moved
Ministry.
 Is a 12-session study that can be offered
year after year.
 Establishes a connection with a
newcomer that often results in continued
involvement in church and community.
 Eases the stress of transfer or relocation
for families.

Video Series
Members of the study watch a video of each session
taught by teacher, author, and Founder of Just Moved
Ministry, Susan Miller.
A Facilitator Guide is included to equip the Facilitator in
every way as she leads the group in discussion and
discovery. It is recommended that each woman have a
copy of After the Boxes are Unpacked and a Newcomer Study Guide.

Study Start-Up Kit
What a blessing as I see God draw
women to Himself through this
study. They arrive hurting and lonely
and wondering if they’ll enjoy life
again. I get to see them ‘unfold their
petals’ as God waters their souls
and they realize that He is here too
and has so much ahead for them
here—in a place they thought was
without hope.
Cheri Heffield, study Leader, Church
at Charlotte, Charlotte, NC

Support for your After the Boxes study
Uprooted women around the world are seeking out and joining an After the
Boxes are Unpacked study in their community. The study is being offered in
churches, military installations, homes, seminaries, missionary
organizations, and corporate settings—wherever a woman is transplanted.
Every group that offers this study can take
advantage of the support and resources from
Just Moved:
 Online publicity for your study at JustMoved.org
and through social media.

Everything a leader needs to offer a study
of After the Boxes are Unpacked:

 A monthly electronic newsletter full of tips,
insights, and encouragement.



Comprehensive Teacher Guide



Seven copies of Susan Miller’s newly revised
and expanded book, After the Boxes are
Unpacked (more available upon request)

 Personal assistance from a Just
Moved Regional Coordinator,
available to answer your questions.



Six Newcomer Study Guides
(more available upon request)



Downloadable teaching and publicity
resources

 Optional online video conferencing
with author and Founder Susan
Miller.

Invite Susan Miller to speak at your next event
Susan brings enthusiasm and energy as she weaves personal stories, biblical insight, and
a Christ-centered message throughout a range of topics.
Learn more at www.SusanMiller.org

After moving over 30 times in my life, and 15 years married to the
military, I have received more grounded support on my Christian walk
with these materials than any other study.—Jenna Ross, Educator

After the Boxes are Unpacked
Go beyond the welcome table to offer the only
Bible study created specifically for the woman who
is new or not yet connected in your community


Christ-centered



Scripturally-based



A path to spiritual growth



A place to belong



A source for connection



A springboard to involvement

Learn more at www.JustMoved.org

Find us

8010 E Morgan Tr, #7
Scottsdale, AZ 85258
Web: www.JustMoved.org
Email: info@JustMoved.org
480.991.5268

Hope
for the

uprooted woman

